LENTEN OUTREACH PROGRAM 2019
We are partnering with Catholic Extension, a Chicago-based papal society,
that builds missions within the United States. This year we plan to assist
Catholic Extension in their endeavor.
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A representative from Catholic extension will be at the Shrine on

Saturday, February 10 and on Sunday, February 11 after Mass
to explain how your donation will help.

CATHOLIC EXTENSION has been strengthening Catholic

communities across America since 1905. Their mission includes
raising funds exclusively from private donors who share their
dedication to help neighbors in faith.They provide support for
mission dioceses—geographic regions of the country where the
Catholic Church is growing and the needs are great. They hope
that, by working together, we can ensure that these regions
flourish by building faith that inspires hope and ignites lasting
change. Visit catholicextension.org

During Lent weekends at the Shrine, there will be a second collection to help this project.
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